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it, for instance, the Jones Aposyndetic Decomposition Theorem for curves. We also prove via this decomposition method the new result that an atriodic homogeneous curve containing an arc is a solenoid.
In § 2, we state the general (relative) version of the theory and indicate how a result of Hagopian [6] may be viewed as a consequence of it.
We will use the following version of a theorem of Effros [5] .
THEOREM. If M is a homogeneous compactum and ε > 0, then there exists a positive number δ such that if there exists points x and y of M with d(x, y) < δ, then there exists an ε-homeomorphism h: M->M such that h(x) = y.
The number δ will be called an Effros number for ε. Recall that h is an ε-homeomorphism if d(z, h(z)) < ε, for all z in M.
Important also is a result of David Wilson [15] , which will be used to show that the elements of certain decompositions are acyclic. 1* Decompositions of homogeneous curves* A curve is a one-dimensional continuum. Proof Let G be an arbitrary element of gf, and let U be an arbitrary open set of M containing G. To show g^ is upper semicontinuous, we must exhibit an open set V containing G and lying in U such that every element of ^ that intersects V lies in U.
Let ε = d{G, M -U). Choose an Effros number δ for ε. Let B be the δ-neighborhood of G. Let G f be an element of gf, and let y be a point of
The upper semicontinuous decomposition & is continuous somewhere and hence, by homogeneity, continuous everywhere.
An alternate proof of the continuity of the decomposition gf, using limit inferior and limit superior, may be patterned after an argument of Hagopian [7, Lemma 5] .
That the elements of 5^ are mutually homeomorphic follows from (*), as does the fact that each element of & is homogeneous.
We outline a proof that each G in gf is a hereditarily unicoherent, indecomposable continuum and refer the reader to [ To prove N is homogeneous is straightforward. Since monotone maps with acyclic point-inverses cannot raise the dimension of a curve, the continuum JV is a curve.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. We cite two applications of this theorem. The first result is well-known; the second is new.
Let x and y be points of the continuum M. If M contains an open set G and a continuum H such that xeGczHczM,-{y}, then M is said to be aposyndetic at x with respect to y. If M is aposyndetic at each of its points with respect to every other point, then ikt is said to be aposyndetic.
The set L x has as members the point x together with all points 
Property 5. Each arc component of A is the one-to-one, continuous image of the real line.
The continuum A contains no simple closed curve and no triod.
Let p and q be two points of an arc component of M. The sum of all arcs in M that have p as an endpoint and contain q is called a ray starting at p. This completes the proof of the theorem.
Property 6. If p is a point of A, then A is the sum of two rays R t and R 2 starting at p such that ^Γi R 2 = p. Property 7. If p is a point of A, and if one of the rays R starting at p has the property that R = A, then the other ray starting at p also has this property. Suppose S is the other ray starting at p and q is a point of A -S. Let ε = d(q, S). Let δ be an Effros number for e/2. Let [p, r] be an arc in A containing q in its interior such that d(p, r) < δ. Let h:M->M be a homeomorphism such that h(p) = r jmd h moves no point as much as e/2. Since q is not a point of h(S), it follows that h(S) is the ray starting at r that does not contain q and that q is not a point of h(S). Hence

COROLLARY (Bing). A simple closed curve is the only homogeneous plane continuum that contains an arc.
Proof. If M is indecomposable, then M is atriodic, for otherwise each composant of M would contain a triod, contradicting the fact that the plane does not contain uncountably many disjoint triods.
If M A is a decomposable continuum that is not a simple closed curve, then M admits a continuous decomposition into indecomposable, homogeneous continua, by Theorem 2. No arc of M can contain two points that lie in distinct decomposition elements [11] . Hence an arc in M lies in a homogeneous, indecomposable subconti-nuum of M, and the previous paragraph may be applied to complete the proof.
Bing's paper [2] contains a powerful method of proof for homogeneous, plane continua. Hagopian, for instance, followed this method during part of his proof [7] that an indecomposable, homogeneous plane continuum is hereditarily indecomposable (so did Jones [10] in his announcement of the theorem some years earlier).
The outstanding problem in decompositions of homogeneous continua seeks to circumvent this argument. Posed by Jones sometime ago, the problem is the following.
Problem. Assume M is an indecomposable, homogeneous plane continuum that contains a decomposable subcontinuum. Find a decomposition of M into continua such that the resulting quotient space is a homogeneous, plane continuum that contains an arc.
Such a quotient space must be a simple closed curve, but this would contradict the indecomposability of M.
Another interesting problem, raised by Bing [2] , is related to Theorem 3.
Problem. Does there exist a tree-like homogeneous continuum that contains an arc? 2* A relative version of the decomposition theory* This section contains a theorem for decomposing a closed subset of a homogeneous continuum. Additionally, it draws full generality in its conclusions and does not require all homeomorphisms to satisfy condition (*). COROLLARY (Hagopian) . No homogeneous plane continuum other than a simple closed curve contains a hereditarily decomposable subcontinuum.
Proof
Let X be a homogeneous plane continuum. Proceed as in [6, p. 38 ] to find a decomposable subcontinuum K of X and a monotone map k: K-* [0, 1]. Let 0 < r < t <
Define ε = p(k-\[r, t]), k'KO) U k-χi)).
Let gf -{k~\s): r^s^t}, and let H be the set of ε-homeomorphisms of X. The verification of (*) is similar to the proof in [6, paragraphs 4-6] .
